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About This Content

Download the Headstart Pack and receive the stunning Mercedes-Benz SLR McLaren 722 GT, a RaceNet bonus and make your
in-game cash go further with a 15% discount on all purchases from GRID 2’s online vehicle and upgrade store.
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Title: GRID 2 - Headstart Pack
Genre: Racing, Sports
Developer:
Codemasters Racing, Feral Interactive (Mac)
Publisher:
Codemasters

 b4d347fde0 

 Minimum

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.4Ghz or AMD Athlon X2 5400+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Hard Disk Space: 15 GB HD space

Video Card: Intel HD Graphics 3000 / AMD HD2600 / NVIDIA Geforce 8600

DirectX®: 11

Sound: Direct X compatible soundcard

Additional: Broadband Internet connection

Additional Supported Graphics Cards: Intel HD Graphics 3000, Intel HD Graphics 4000, Intel Graphics 5200.
AMD Radeon HD2600 or higher, HD3650 or higher, HD4550 or higher, HD5000 Series, HD6000 Series, HD7000 Series.
NVIDIA GeForce 8600 or higher, 9500 or higher, GTX220 or higher, GTX400 Series, GTX500 Series, GTX600 Series: AMD
Fusion A8 or higher.

English,German,French,Italian,Japanese,Polish
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grid 2 head start pack

Works like a charm. The main reason for buying it was to get my xbox one controller working. And it did. Great.. ALWAYS
MY TOP FAVORITE ! Came back while i wait for STAR CITIZEN.. not a nerd if you dont 100%
han solo cameo
jock is best character in game. A well crafted game I'd say... while a bit too short (I passed it in roughly 2 hours on my first run,
trying to discover all bits of maps), I came back again and again trying to get different endings and secrets, hence why I have
accumulated 19 hours in total thus far, I was also pleasently surprised by the recent update after which I gave it a few more runs,
so really, I hope this gets expanded further- oh and explained... lore is very scarce(in-game wise)... I know almost nothing
besides names of characters and "occupations" of two side-characters (which get as much screen-time as an intro and outro
section)... it is kinda weird that I know more about characters I see 5% of the game than about the whole lore of the game. Oh
and the in-game logic is broken sometimes (in terms of writing).

...however the game seems to focus mainly on ACTION part which suggests that it was purely intended as an ACTION game, so
that may be the reason for its lack of story, and if so, I'll let it pass.

overall a nice experience for the price tag.. Hard but awesome, very excellent retro, played best with d-pad. The art here is of
high quality, though gameplay wise the game's disappointingly casual and shallow. We just play with trajectory visualised on
screen and throw to hit more baddies with less balls, using rebounds and scenery. Good for mobile only.
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Pretty fun but unfortunately needed a few things to generate a decent player base that the game never received. Despite not
being as good as it could have been, this is still worth picking up and you can even bring a friend.

+ Tripwire finally gave us official objective mode - Something we've asked for since KF1's objective maps
+ VR support for this series is something i've literally had dreams about

- The ending was a tease and the game ended short of one important boss fight
- Holdout maps are too small
- No workshop support
- Removal of shopping phase
- Some weapons missing
- Bloat and Siren missing. boneshaker !!! hell yes
very nice looking car, run smoothly as well , and that skull in the front and those nasty fire pipes , 10outta10. Devs promised
GGPO netcode. It was even a stretch goal achieved during their Indiegogo campaign. Nearly 2 years since release and still no
GGPO.. It's good! Totally agree with LVL99's review.. Bullets fear the brave!. Bwoooah !
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